
Everything has been restructured to take 
into account the pandemic and strike a ba-
lance between visitor safety and the need 
to see the collections up close, to feel the 
materials and to admire the true colours. 
The decor designers are full of ideas for un-
veiling their new creations in original ways, 
while also protecting our health. 
 
The hundred or so international designers 
who have attended Paris Déco Off over the 
past twelve years – armed with fabrics, 
wallpapers, trimmings and lighting – pro-
mise a superb 2021 edition, packed with 
entertainment and festivities in total peace 
of mind. 

As a teaser, we’re putting the spotlight on “Néolympique”, subtle sensuality. 
Métaphores is a brand in constant motion which incorporates in its decor 
lines references to both history and the stimulating world around us. Made up 
of eighteen fabrics, this hybrid collection is a journey between two eras and an 
invitation to the intersection of two worlds. 
 
The first world is inspired by Greece, the birthplace of the Olympic Games. It 
transcribes the minerals and patina of ancient structures and statues bathed in 
light, through rich textures with natural tones and soft finishes. 
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THE PARIS DÉCO OFF LETTER

The great Parisian event that celebrates the art of living, set along either side of the Seine, is getting 
ready for a new edition that will be exciting, extraordinary and explosive. The event will comply with 
health and safety regulations, to promote meetings and discussions in the best possible conditions.

The second world seizes the graphic lines of today’s sports stadiums, 
through vibrant motifs and colours. 
This daring and contrasting mix of styles creates fresh and bright fabrics 
made of linen and cotton, combined with finer textures of a silky lustre. 
 
Outlines, grace, solar tones, structure and vibrations interact and comple-
ment one another. The Néolympique collection is first observed and explo-
red, then touched and felt, as it awakens the imagination and senses to 
novel and creative adventures. 


